1. Introduction. Classical spectral multiplicity theory generalizes to normal operators on Hubert space the unitary determination of a normal matrix by the multiplicities of its eigenvalues. Somewhat more refined notions are required in the finite dimensional case for the equivalence theory of the nonnormal matrix or operator. Here the problem is most fruitfully considered in terms of similarity, and the characterization can be given by the elementary divisors, invariant factors, various canonical matrix forms, or either of the numerical invariants, the Weyr or Segre characteristics.
These functions also have simple spatial interpretations: W(Xo, k) is the maximum number of linearly independent vectors annihilated by (£ -\oI)k but not by (£ -Xo/)*_1, and S(Xo, k) is the maximum number of independent ¿-dimensional subspaces completely reducing £ on which T-\0I has index k.
We intend to present, as a basic complete set of invariants for a certain class of operators on Hubert space, a function W with properties like those of the finite dimensional Weyr characteristic above, defined for two arguments, measures and cardinal numbers. Operators with the same generalized Weyr characteristic will be "piecewise" similar; the equivalence relation obtained this way is called semi-similarity.
Operator equivalence on Hubert space, usually treated as a problem of unitary equivalence, has a history of more than fifty years. One can mention the original solution for a self-adjoint operator on a separable Hubert space by Hellinger [18] and Hahn [16] , the extension by Stone [29] to unbounded operators, the formulation in terms of a cardinal valued function with Borel set argument by Friedrichs [15] , and the extension to the nonseparable case by Wecken [31 ] , whose work, together with that of Nakano [23; 24] , laid the foundation for the modern approach. Here the completion of the Boolean algebra of projections in the resolution of the identity of the given operator is basic; following this line there have been treatments by Plessner and Rohlin [25] and Halmos [17] and attention given by a variety of authors to unitary invariants for systems of operators: Kelley [20] treating commutative W* algebras, Segal [27] commutative and noncommutative W* algebras, Mackey [21 ] representations of commutative C* algebras on a separable Hubert space, and Kadison [19] representations of noncommutative C* algebras on an arbitrary Hubert space.
We shall return to some aspects of this subject after considering another part of operator theory: the attempt, developed most extensively by Dunford and co-workers (Dunford's review article [10] covers the subject and literature exhaustively), to extend the reduction theory arising from the spectral theorem for normal operators to operators on Banach space.
The basic notion here (formal definitions will be given in §2) is that of a completely reducible or spectral operator-roughly, one which has a resolution of the identity like that of a normal operator. A spectral operator is uniquely decomposable as the sum of two commuting operators, a quasinilpotent and a scalar operator (or the scalar part), this latter an operator expressible as an integral /X£(¿X), with £ the resolution of the identity. (We note the obvious parallel between this decomposition and that of a Jordan canonical matrix as the sum of a diagonal matrix and a nilpotent matrix commuting with it.) This has led to studies by Bade of unbounded spectral operators and Boolean algebras of projections on Banach space in a series of papers [l; 2; 3; 4] on which our work will primarily be based.
In the equivalence theory presented here, though the invariants are constructed in the Banach space context, for application to operators both abstract structural knowledge of the operators and a multiplicity theory of the classical kind are required. To meet the first of these requirements our approach is oriented toward spectral operators; the second limits us to Hubert space.
To clarify the second restriction, we call attention to the current state of multiplicity theory on Banach space. Dieudonné [ó] has constructed a multiplicity theory for representations of a function algebra as an algebra of operators on a Banach space whose conjugate space is separable, and Bade a multiplicity theory for a complete Boolean algebra of projections on an arbitrary Banach space in [4] , which will be used extensively here. One would like to derive from these a multiplicity theory of the classical kind for operators-i.e., producing equivalence conclusions for, say, scalar operators with respect to some form of similarity-but there seem to be substantial difficulties involved. One of these difficulties, for example, illustrated by Dieudonné's example [7] , is that there is in general no bounded projection onto the pieces of simple multiplicity. Another is that, though Bade's work is the natural generalization to Banach space of the Hubert space commutative weakly closed algebra case, even on Hubert space the single operator case is considerably more complicated than that of the weakly closed algebra, as Kadison has recently pointed out in [19] . Kadison's example of two unitarily equivalent W* algebras on a separable Hubert space, each generated by unitarily inequivalent C* algebras, illustrates the difficulty.
Thus though the Weyr characteristic is here actually defined for a Banach space of uniform finite multiplicity with respect to a complete Boolean algebra of projections and a commuting quasi-nilpotent, for application to single operators we turn to Hubert space and use the multiplicity theory of a normal operator. This approach necessitates some awkwardness.
Most of the statements and definitions for spectral operators will be made via normal operators associated in a certain manner with them, this roundabout method being necessary to tie in to the multiplicity theory.
An example is the next (and final) restriction: the equivalence theory applies only to spectral operators on Hubert space whose scalar parts are similar to normal operators with no part of infinite uniform multiplicity. (A scalar operator on Hubert space is always similar to a normal operator-by the unmodified word "similar" we always mean the conjugacy induced by a nonsingular operator.) Such spectral operators are called essentially finite, though it is not assumed the multiplicities are bounded. This restriction permits the handling of the essentially finite single operator case by piecing together the results obtained for spaces of uniform finite multiplicity, but is a serious incompleteness in the theory and its major weakness at this stage. The unitary invariants of a normal matrix, or the similarity invariants of a diagonal one, can be viewed as given by a cardinal valued function vanishing off eigenvalues (the function u above). For a self-adjoint operator on a separable Hubert space, Borel set arguments suffice in the multiplicity function, but for the nonseparable case equivalence classes of functions, as in Wecken's original work [3l] , or of measures, as in Halmos' treatment [17] , are required. (Actually, in all these cases the projections in some Boolean algebra are fundamental, and the multiplicity function defined directly or indirectly for these.)
The Weyr characteristic will first be defined, when we deal with a complete spectral measure and commuting quasi-nilpotent on Banach space, for Borel set and cardinal number arguments. For each fixed cardinal, considered as a set function, it is then shown to be a multiplicity function in the sense of Halmos, and consequently to decompose the support of the spectral measure into sets of uniform characteristic. Our chief result here is that a nonnegligible Borel set 5 has uniform characteristic if and only if EW(M) = ra, k where ra is the multiplicity of the space. The definition is then altered to permit measure arguments, the characteristic defined for pairs (TV, Q) of commuting operators on Hubert space, where N is normal and essentially finite and Q is quasi-nilpotent, and this extended to essentially finite spectral operators. The Weyr characteristic is similarity invariant, but not a complete set of such invariants, nor does the addition of a piecewise boundedness condition produce similarity for operators with the same characteristic. Two such operators are, however, related by an unbounded similarity, but this notion is not sufficiently precise for an equivalence relation. Thus we call two spectral operators semi-similar if they can be decomposed, by projections in the completions of their resolutions of the identity, into the same number of similar parts. Semi-similarity is an equivalence relation for spectral operators, and for essentially essentially finite spectral operators on Hubert space the Weyr characteristic is a complete set of semi-similarity invariants. Finally, the results extend easily and naturally to the adjoint operators.
In work on multiplicity theory it is customary to apologize for the abstract nature of the invariants produced, and the difficulty (or impossibility) of their computation.
After making this apology, we also feel impelled to remark on the naturalness of semi-similarity. Unitary equivalence is the natural and successful equivalence relation for normal operators. But for normal operators, the notions of unitary equivalence and similarity coincide (cf. Put-nam [26] ). Since the similarity equivalence class determined by a scalar operator on Hubert space always includes a normal operator, a similarity equivalence theory for such scalar operators can be obtained merely by transferring the unitary invariants of the associated normal operators. The addition of the quasi-nilpotent has necessitated relinquishing, in this work, the boundedness of the similarity.
Semi-similarity does have several desirable properties: the spectrum and essential finiteness are semi-similarity invariant, semi-similar scalar operators are actually similar, and semi-similar normal operators are unitarily equivalent. Reflection on the spatial meaning of the Jordan canonical reduction for matrices also enhances its naturalness. The l's that were counted, for example, in the superdiagonal appear as l's as a result of a finite number of norm changes; in the infinite-dimensional case, even under the most restrictive assumptions (separable Hubert space, pure point spectrum of uniform multiplicity 2), this process cannot be duplicated, and spectral operators with the same spatial action need not be similar.
Thus some form of unbounded similarity arises naturally, and it may even be suggested that an investigation of systems of operators (noncommutative C* and W* algebras, for example) in terms of some form of similarity equivalence might prove fruitful. In this connection it should be mentioned that Bade has shown in [4] that an essentially finite (defined somewhat differently) scalar operator on a separable Banach space is always related to a normal operator on Hilbert space by a similarity induced by an operator that, together with its inverse, is closed and densely defined.
Three further remarks are necessary before we outline the arrangement of material to follow. First, no assumption of separability is required or made. Second, no results from the dimension theory of rings of operators or comparison theory for projections will be needed; our main tools are the multiplicity theory of Bade [4] for a complete Boolean algebra of projections, and certain of his results on completeness from [3] , and the classical spectral multiplicity theory for a single normal operator-here we follow Halmos' exposition [17] . Third, the reader, noticing the primacy of the Weyr characteristic in the statements and proofs, may wonder as to the inclusion of the Segre characteristic.
It is included because it is readily defined by means of the Weyr characteristic, and because it seems clear that the Weyr characteristic is unsuited to the nonessentially finite case, where the Segre characteristic, defined directly, may succeed.
The next section is devoted to background material-spectral operator theory, the multiplicity theories required, the results on Boolean algebras of projections-and to notational conventions. In §3 we investigate, from a spatial standpoint, a Banach space of uniform finite multiplicity with respect to a complete spectral measure, and examine the action of a commuting quasi-nilpotent. (Actually the full force of quasi-nilpotency is never required ; [August quasi-nilpotency with respect to the weak topology is sufficient to prove all our results.) Here a notion of vector independence is introduced, patterned after linear independence, that characterizes the multiplicity.
The orbit of any vector under the quasi-nilpotent is shown to be independent; this implies the quasi-nilpotent is actually nilpotent (a result also proved by Foguel in [13; 14] , using direct matrix methods to study the operators commuting with such a Boolean algebra of projections), and permits the definition, in §4, of the Weyr and Segre characteristics with Borel set and cardinal number arguments. The Weyr characteristic, for fixed cardinals, is shown to be a multiplicity function and sets of uniform characteristic defined; then the crucial summability condition characterizing such sets is proved, and measure arguments introduced, for which similar results hold. In §5 we turn to the single operator situation on Hubert space, define the Weyr characteristic for essentially finite spectral operators and prove it is similarity invariant. In §6 it is shown not to be a complete set of similarity invariants; here the desired properties of semi-similarity are proved, and the summability condition relating sets or measures of uniform characteristic to the multiplicity function enables us to conclude that the Weyr characteristic is a complete set of semisimilarity invariants for these operators. We discuss the imposition of additional conditions to produce similarity, a problem left open in this work. Finally, in §7, the adjoint situation is treated, first in the Banach space context and then the single operator Hubert space case.
This work is a revised and extended version of the author's doctoral dissertation at Yale University.
Only those whose good fortune has included membership in the mathematical community at Yale can realize the extent of his debt to that community and to its members. In particular, the author would like to thank Professors George Seligman, C. T. Ionescu-Tulcea, William G. Bade, Charles E. Rickart, and Shizuo Kakutani for many hours of helpful discussion and advice, and express special gratitude to his advisor, Professor Nelson Dunford, for his patience, encouragement, and inspiration. 2. Preliminaries.
In this section background material is collected, and notational conventions established. We begin with a brief outline of some of the principal results from N. Dunford's theory of spectral operators, taken largely from [9; 10], and certain related material about Boolean algebras of projections due to Bade [2; 3] . A complete discussion of most of this material, except the multiplicity theory, will appear in [ll] .
A homomorphism £(•) from the Boolean algebra 03 of Borel subsets of the complex plane Q onto a bounded Boolean algebra of idempotent operators on a Banach space ï is called a spectral measure; that is, £(5 r\ r) = E(S) A E(t), £(5 V r) = £(6) V E(r) )
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where E(8)AE(ir)=E(ô)E(ir) and E(b)\JE(ir)=E(8)+E(ir)-E(8)E(t) are
the infimum and supremum respectively in the natural order of commuting projections (viz.: Ei^E2il EiE2 = E2Ei = E2), and M is a constant. A (bounded) linear operator T on ï is a spectral operator if there is a spectral measure E that commutes with T, is countably additive in the strong topology, and satisfies spec(T\ E(8)%) Q8~, 8E<$>, where spec(T\E(8)V) denotes the spectrum of the restriction of T to the subspace E(8)x~, and 8 denotes the closure of 5.
The spectral measure E, called the resolution of the identity for T, is unique, vanishes outside the spectrum of T, and commutes with every operator commuting with T. If the spectral operator T = f\E(dk), the integral in the uniform topology, then T is called a scalar operator. Every spectral operator T has a unique canonical decomposition T=S + Q where S is a scalar operator and Q is a quasi-nilpotent (i.e., | Qk\llk-»0 as k-»oo , or, equivalently, spec(Q) = {0} ) commuting with S. The operators T and 5 have the same spectrum and resolution of the identity. It is customary to call 5 the scalar part, and Q the quasi-nilpotent part, of T.
If the underlying vector space is a Hubert space, then the (bounded) normal operators are the scalar operators whose resolutions of the identity are self-adjoint. Wermer [32] , applying a result of Mackey [21, Theorem 55] , has shown that every scalar operator on Hubert space is similar to a normal operator; this result will be used frequently.
Repeated use will be made of the simple properties of the integral of a complex-valued bounded Borel function/ with respect to a (countably additive) spectral measure E. This integral can be defined in the uniform topology using simple functions in the usual manner, and is a bounded operator on ï.
The mapping
is an algebraic homomorphism; that is, S(fg) = S(f)S(g), and, in particular, [8] ). A complete Boolean algebra of projections contains every projection in the weakly (or equivalently, strongly) closed algebra it generates [3, Theorem 2.8]. In the Hubert space case it follows readily from these results and the continuity of adjunction in the weak topology, that the projections in the second commutator of a selfadjoint spectral measure are self-adjoint, and precisely comprise the Boolean algebra completion of the spectral measure. (If the Hubert space is separable, each of these possible extensions is vacuous: the completion, projections in the strong or weak topological closure, and projections in the second commutator are already the given spectral measure.)
To return to the Banach space situation, if £(•) is a spectral measure on x' fixed in the context of discussion, and x£3£, then 9)c(x) will denote the smallest closed subspace spanned by {£(o)x| ô£(B}. In [4] it is shown that if £ is countably additive and complete, then the cyclic subspace 3)î(x) has Li structure:
In our attempt to avoid using the properties of Hubert space, we will make repeated use of the following result [3, Theorem 3.1], which furnishes a replacement on a Banach space, under certain circumstances, for the inner product: if £(■) is a (r-complete spectral measure on ï and x is any fixed nonzero vector in ï, then there is a bounded linear functional x*(EX* such that
(In Hubert space, if £ is self-adjoint, the functional x* can be taken to be x, and the measure |£(-)x|2 is called the measure determined by x.) In general we call such a functional a Bade functional for x with respect to E.
Before turning to the multiplicity theory itself, we recall (cf. [17, p. 79] ) that under the partial order established by absolute continuity («) the family of equivalence classes of regular, totally-finite, non-negative, countably additive set functions ( = measures) on the Borel subsets of the complex plane is a Boolean <r-ring with the property that a bounded orthogonal nonzero subfamily is at most countable. Here two measures u and v are called orthogonal if u/\v = 0 (and the word misused in the customary fashion when applied to families), and we call u and v equivalent, written p = v, if both /i<50 and v<£u.
The relation between regular measures partially ordered this way and Borel sets is particularly simple: if v«/¿ then there is a subset S of the support A of u such that v = uibC\ •), and there is a natural and obvious one-one order preserving correspondence between equivalence classes of measures bounded by u and equivalence classes of Borel subsets of A, where we call two such sets 5 and r equivalent if /<(oAir)=0. In such fashion any regular measure establishes a natural order and equivalence relation on the Borel subsets of its support.
A countably additive spectral measure also relates readily to the Borel subsets of A: if E(r)^0, then rQb exactly when £(7r)g£ (5) (called a separating vector by Segal [27] , this notion is due to Nakano, who proved the existence of such a vector is equivalent to the countable decomposability of £), and if x* is any Bade functional for x and £, then the scalar measure x*£(-)x and the spectral measure £(•) have the same null sets and determine the same equivalence relation on the subsets of their common support.
Bade's multiplicity theory in [4] can now be described. Let £ be a fixed complete countably additive spectral measure, operating on the Banach space 3£. A countably decomposable projection P in the range of £ has multiplicity n, an arbitrary cardinal, if there is a family {xa|«G^l} C#of cardinality w, with Px" = VaeA 9D?(xa), and no family of smaller cardinality has this
property. The multiplicity is said to be uniform if every nonzero subprojection of £ in £ also has multiplicity ra. These definitions extend abstractly, in an order preserving fashion, to arbitrary (not necessarily countably decomposable) projections in E, and moreover, there is a unique decomposition of the identity as a disjoint supremum of projections £" in £, with £" of uniform multiplicity n if £"^0. We will say the space 7c itself has (uniform) multiplicity n if the identity has (uniform) multiplicity n. Satisfactory conclusions as to the structure of H relative to £ have been derived only when « is finite, and this case, rather than the preceding global formulation, is of primary interest to us. Under this assumption, if X is a space of uniform multiplicity w and -Ê=V"=1 SDÎfx,), then each x< is a separating vector for £, the spanning manifolds 3JÏ(x,) are disjoint in the sense that in a direct sum of Zi spaces. Only a minor topological change is required to formulate an analogous scheme in the conjugate space for the adjoint Boolean algebra. Here the relevant topology is the weak-* or ï-topology on H*; systematic replacement of the strong topology by this one in the foregoing description produces essentially the same results. Thus if E is complete on x' in the sense previously described, then E*, the family of adjoints of elements of E, is complete on $* in the sense that an arbitrary subfamily ¡£*|a:£/lj has a supremum V" E* and infimum Aa£* in E* with ranges Va £*ï* and Aa/¿*x** respectively, where the lattice operations in Ï* refer to the appropriate ï-closed manifolds. In this situation, a Bade functional for x*GÏ* with respect to E* can always be chosen in the space ï. We write S*(f) for the adjoint of S(f) and consider the cyclic manifolds 9î(x*), defined to be the least ï-closed manifold spanned by {£*(5)x*| ô£oâ}. Then 9t(**) = {S*(f)x* | x* E domain S*(f)} and a multiplicity function defined in the same way on E* decomposes the identity similarly. The structure of a space of uniform finite multiplicity is also similar: if £* = V"=x 9î(x*), then each x* is a separating vector, 9l(x/) A ( V <H(x?)) = 0*, and for each i there isa Bade functional x¿£3E with x*x, = 0 if x*GV,>?y 9î(x*). Also every x*££* has the weak-* representation x*x = lim 22 I fi(\)F.*(d\)xfx, x E x\ with irk defined as before.
The relation between the two multiplicities is known only for projections or spaces of finite multiplicity, and in this case is the expected one: the projection PEE has (uniform) finite multiplicity re in X if and only if P*EE* has (uniform) finite multiplicity re in $*. Thus the space BE has uniform finite multiplicity w with respect to £ if and only if 3£* has the same property with respect to £*. Some remarks may place this multiplicity theory in perspective. First, the definition of multiplicity for a space differs somewhat from the usual conception: for example, in the nonseparable case it is possible for a spectral measure to be simple in the customary sense, and yet the space need not have multiplicity 1. (In the countably decomposable case, and only in this case, does this simplicity coincide with multiplicity 1.) Second, if the underlying space is Hubert space and the spectral measure self-adjoint, then the cyclic manifolds can be given a canonical £2 structure. That is, for any x££, the manifold 2)î(x) is easily seen to be unitarily equivalent to
where 03 is the family of Borel subsets of A, the support of | £(•)#!2-The unitary equivalence carries the operation of £(Ô) on 9ft(x) to multiplication by the characteristic function xs on the £2 space, and, if the given spectral measure is the resolution of the identity of the normal operator N, carries the action of N on 9Dî(x) to "multiplication by X" on the £2 space. If the Hubert space is separable as well, we can outline an alternate approach to a decomposition of the space relative to the spectral measure, not involving a uniformity concept. A vector xi£3E can be chosen so that |£(-)xi|2 is maximal (in the order determined by absolute continuity) among all such vector measures, then Xi chosen with the same property in the space 3W(xi)x, and the process continued. This produces a decomposition of the space as an orthogonal direct sum, ^©5f7i(xt), and a descending sequence of measures, Mii M2, • • • (or equivalently, one measure u, and a descending sequence of sets 52, ô3, • • ■ ) which characterizes £ or A to unitary equivalence. A multiplicity function can be defined as a complete set of unitary invariants, whose value at a measure u (or set 6) is the maximum ra for which pAßn^O (or £(57^0,,) ^0), or 00 if there is no maximum. This is the approach in the separable case described, for example, in [21 ] .
In the nonseparable Hubert space case it is no longer possible to choose vectors with this maximality property and the multiplicity theory is more difficult. Neither of the preceding global formulations is suited to our purposes. Roughly speaking, the methods described above for imposing structure on a ziggurated configuration count all the manifolds above the measure or set, while that of Halmos [17] is to count only those that cover the measure or set completely. Thus the multiplicity function will be order reversing, rather than order preserving. We content ourselves next with a description of the results, omitting the £2 structure, as it will not be used.
Let A be a (bounded) normal operator, with resolution of the identity £, on the arbitrary Hilbert space ÍQ. There is associated with N a unique mapping u from the equivalence classes of (regular, non-negative, totally-finite, Such a mapping, for which the name multiplicity function is reserved hereafter, is a complete set of unitary invariants for N or E. A measure p has multiplicity u(u), and has uniform multiplicity if 09iv<s.p implies u(v) =u(p). To each measure p there corresponds a self-adjoint projection C(p), which we call the carrier of p, in the second commutator of E, and hence in the completion E of E. This correspondence preserves order, takes orthogonal measures into disjoint projections, and has the explicit formulation
Each spectral measure C(p)E(-) is countably decomposable (cf. Kelley [20, Theorem 2.2]) and thus complete; each subspace C(u) § has multiplicity u(u) with respect to the complete Boolean algebra C(p)E(-) -in the sense of Bade previously described-and has uniform multiplicity \i(p) if p has uniform multiplicity.
In the case of uniform multiplicity the measures determined by the spanning vectors (x determines ¡/¿(^xl2) are all equivalent. Associated with u, though not uniquely, is an orthogonal family {pa | aEA } of nonzero measures of uniform multiplicity such that for any measure p, we have u(p) = 0 unless p is covered by the pa in the sense that p = V« (pApa), and in this case, u(p) = min (u(m") \ p A pa 9* 0}.
aeA
The closure of the union of the supports of the pa is spec(N). The projections C(pa), aEA, are a disjoint family whose supremum is the identity.
In the sequel we shall attempt to adhere to the notational conventions and definitions already established, directly or tacitly, in this section. In general, operator will mean bounded linear operator (except that we permit operators of the form S(f) to be unbounded), projection will always mean idempotent operator (that is, we never assume, without explicit mention, that a projection is self-adjoint), and set or subset (except in the phrase "complete set of invariants") will be reserved for a Borel subset of the complex plane, and other nouns denoting aggregates (e.g., family, class) will be used for collections of other objects-vectors, measures, operators, etc. Measure (unmodified) will always mean a regular, totally-finite, non-negative, countably additive measure on such sets; function (unmodified) will always mean a complex valued Borel measurable function on the complex plane.
An operator will be called nonsingular if it has an everywhere defined, bounded inverse, and by similar is always meant a similarity induced by a nonsingular operator. We shall be forced to define both projections and sets for various objects (vectors, measures, operators) and shall distinguish between these by calling the former the carrier oí the object, written C(-), and the latter the support, written $(•). The null set will be denoted by 0, and the characteristic function of the set 5 by x«-As it will never be necessary to consider the same object under more than one norm, and that always the natural one, the symbol "| | " will be used for all norms. Occasionally it will be necessary to use superscripts as indices, and these will be used without parentheses when exponentiation would be meaningless (as for a vector) or redundant (as for a projection). We continue to permit ourselves the luxury of confusing a spectral measure with its Boolean algebra range, and a measure with its equivalence class. We number results consecutively, without regard for type or section. That is, the first theorem, Theorem 6, will be found in §3.
3. Uniform finite multiplicity. Throughout this and the following section X will be a Banach space of uniform multiplicity ra < oo with respect to the countably additive and decomposable (hence complete) spectral measure E defined on the Borel subsets 03 of the compact set A in the complex plane. Let Q be a fixed quasi- 
-E(dX) /(X)
is nonzero and bounded. This latter operator will usually be written
It is clear that every nonzero operator of the form S(f) has an inverting set. Lemma 1. If xEX is full and S(f)x = 0, then S(f) = 0.
Proof. Let 8 be an inverting set for S(f) ; then S(l/f)E(8)S(f)x = E(8)x = 0. Thus E(A -8)x = x, and, since x is full, E(A -8) =7. This implies 5 is negligible, and therefore S(f) must be zero. Q.E.D.
Our first objective is to generalize the dimension theory of finite dimensional vector spaces. However the space ï is being considered as a finitely generated free module whose scalar ring {S(f)} contains zero divisors. The procedure will be to reduce the space by an inverting set whenever the invertibility of a scalar is required in the standard elementary arguments. The basic definition of this section is the following. There will be some computation to follow with expressions of the form in (c), and we will henceforth use these with the unwritten assumption that they are meaningful-that is, that the vectors are in the domains of the corresponding operators.
It is clear that any subfamily of an independent family is independent. It is not true in general (but only for full vectors) that the vanishing of a "linear" combination of independent vectors implies the coefficients vanish, but it does follow in general by the next lemma, whose proof is obvious, that the summands vanish in this case.
Lemma 2. If ¡yi, • ■ • , ym\ is independent and 22iS(fi)y, = 0, then S(fi)yi = 0 for each i.
Independence
is not precisely the same as disjointness of the manifolds 3K(y«)-The following lemma states that this disjointness is equivalent to condition (c) above, and thus implies that for full vectors the two notions, independence and disjointness of their cyclic manifolds, coincide. Proof. The disjointness condition clearly implies the other. To prove the converse, let j be fixed and assume ZoGï is contained in the indicated intersection. Then zo = S(f})y¡ = lim 22 S(f,)E(vk)y"
where Tk= {X| |/¿(X)| í¡&, i^j}.
As {irk} is an increasing sequence of sets, for each fixed k,
Thus by assumption, S(fi)E(irk)y¡ = 0 for all k, and hence 5(/y)yy = z0 = 0.
Q.E.D.
Lemma 3 also implies that the fixed family {xi, • • ■ , x"}, whose cyclic manifolds span X, is independent.
There is now a simple characterization of the support of a vector. 
[S(fi)E(irk) -S(fi)E(irk)E(Ô)]Xi -0. ¿=i
By Lemmas 1 and 3, S(fi)E(irk)=S(fi)E(irkr\8) for each t and fc, and thus £(«) =E(8i) for each *. Q.E.D.
Next, using a standard elementary idea, we prove the "dimension" theorem that the maximum cardinality of an independent family of vectors in 3£ is re. This requires a preliminary lemma. Proof. What must be shown is that no family of ra + 1 full vectors in ï can be independent, and we do this by induction on «, the multiplicity of X.
If « = 1 and 3£ = 9Jr(xi), let yi = 5(/i)xi and y2 = S(/2)xi be two full vectors in H. Then Xi = S(l//2)y2, so yi = 5(/i//2)y2 and {yi, y2} is not independent. Next, suppose the assertion is true for spaces of uniform multiplicity n -1, and let yi, • ■ • , yB+i be full vectors in 3t = V"=1 9)í(x¿)> a space of uniform multiplicity w. We assume \y\, • • • , y"+i} is independent and derive a contradiction.
Let
Then some coefficient for yi, say S(fin), is not zero. Let 5i be an inverting set for S(fi") on which /i" is bounded away from oo as well as away from zero,
is in the domain of S(f2"), let ô2= Si; otherwise 5(/2n)£(ôi) 9^0 and let 52 be any non-negligible subset of 5i on which/2" is bounded and nonzero. Similarly we define 53 = S2 if 5(l//i")£(S2)yiGdomain S(fin), and otherwise let 53 be any non-negligible subset of ô2 on which /3n is bounded and nonzero. Continued so, this process produces a non-negligible set 5 = 5n+i such that the nonzero vector 5(l//i")£(S)yi is in the domain of S(fin), i = 2, • • • , ra + 1.
The remainder of the argument takes place in the space £(ô)ï, in which our assumptions permit us to assert {E(b)yi\i=l,
• ■ ■ , ra + l} is an independent family of full vectors. Let yi = £ (5) is an independent family of full vectors with respect to E(8)E(-), but {y,\i = 2, ■ ■ ■ ,n+ 1) C V 9tt(£(5)xy), j-2 a space of uniform multiplicity re -1. Since this latter family is independent and full in V"=2 yfl(E(8)x¡), this contradicts the induction hypothesis and completes the proof.
We have proved slightly more than the theorem explicitly asserts.
Corollary 7. The maximum cardinality of an independent family of vectors in a subspace of the form V™=1 9Jc (s¿) is m.
The most useful criterion for independence is the following. Proof. If each yt is full, there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, let s(y,) =&,, and let {<Sy|iG/j be the (finite) class of non-negligible minimal sets in the ring generated by A and {«r,|*=l, • • • , m\. That is, {5j} is the collection of non-negligible minimal sets in the family of all sets obtainable from {A, <r< I » = 1, • • • , m\ by intersection and relative complementation. Then {8i\ is disjoint, J is finite, A=UyS/ ôy, and o\P\5y^0 implies aiQ.8i. We can suppose these equivalences to be equalities, and the indices so chosen that 5i = n¿cr¿ and 52 = A -U,<r», if this complement is non-negligible. By assumption, E(8i)9i0, and Theorem 6, applied to the space E(8i)H, shows m^n. We must construct {zi, • ■ • , zm\ satisfying the definition of independence. This will be done by constructing E(5y)z< for each i and j, and then defining Zi as y,,-E(8j)zí lor each i. To begin, let E(8i)z¡ = E(8i)y{ and E (82) Q.E.D.
Our aim now is to study the action of Q, the fixed quasi-nilpotent commuting elementwise with £. Here the main result, to be used in defining the invariants of the next section, is that for each nonzero xGï, the nonzero elements of {x, Qx, Q2x, ••••}.
the orbit of x under Q, are an independent family. Also, from this it will follow that Q is actually nilpotent, with index at most w.
The next theorem and corollary, though stated for Q, describe a basic property of any operator commuting with £.
Theorem 9. For every xGX, C(x) = C(Qx). The preceding theorem states that no subspace of the form 9Ji(x) can be invariant under Q. It is of interest to note that our only use of the quasinilpotency of Q per se in this work occurs in the proof of this theorem, and even here the full force of this property is not required, quasi-nilpotency in the weak topology being sufficient.
To prove the chief result, a function-theoretic lemma somewhat apart from the main line of argument is required. We note that if 7T is a non-negligible subset of 5, then {£(7r)xa|a:G^4 } is a &th index system over ir. Proof. Assertion (a) follows from the fact that if [xa|aG^4 } is a (¿4-l)st index system over 8, then {Qx"| aEA } is a ¿th index system over 8. Assertion (b) is equally trivial, and to prove (c), let q be the minimum described for some fixed k. By (b), V?(8it ¿)=W(8, k) for every i, and hence g = W(8, k).
On the other hand, as each VP(8{, k) ^q, lor each i there is a ¿th index system {xai|aG^4 } over 8; of cardinality q. Let A E(8i)xai y « = Lj -tt\-r ' aEA.
.=1 ¿. I Aa, I
Then |y"|aG.4} has cardinality q and is readily seen to be a ¿th index system over 8. Hence ^(8, k) ^q. Q.E.D.
Thus we can define the Segre characteristic S for each 8E® and k by S(8, k) =V?(8, ¿)-W(8, k + l). The values of V? are readily recoverable from those of S, and the relation E"W(«, t) = EtS(i,*),
«e«, it * is immediate.
Theorem 17 also states that for each k, W(-, k) has the formal properties of a multiplicity function in the sense of Halmos, described in §2, except for the presence of set, rather than measure, arguments. Call a set 8E<$> k-uniform if 0 7¿ttQ8, itE® implies *W(ir, k) = \V(8, k). Then it follows from the arguments of [17, §49] , which we shall not reproduce, that for fixed k, the set A can be partitioned into disjoint ¿-uniform sets. (The proofs in [17] , given for the Boolean <r-ring of measures under the partial ordering <<C apply without real change to the Boolean tr-ring of Borel subsets of A under the partial ordering defined by £.) As %V(-, k) can only take the values 0, 1, •• -, re, there can be at most «4-1 ¿-uniform sets for each k. Thus, for each k there is a finite disjoint class {ô¿fc|¿ = 0, 1, ■ • • , «} with each (possibly negligible) set 8ik being ¿-uniform, and with A = U"=0 8ik. A set 8E& will be said to be of uniform characteristic if it is ¿-uniform for every ¿. Then, by considering the minimal sets in the finite ring generated (intersection and relative complementation) by A and the sets 8a, we can conclude the following. Theorem 18. There is a partition of A as a finite union of disjoint sets of uniform characteristic.
Next, suppose m is the index of Q (that is, Qm2i = 0, Qm~1x'9£0, or equivalent^, m is the maximum integer for which V?(-, m)9£0). Let {xa'|aG^m} be a maximal wth index system over a non-negligible set 5G®, with C(x«) = £(5) for each aEAm (cf. Corollary 10). Then there is a maximal (w -l)st index system over 5 containing {Çx™|aG^4m}> say {x™_1|o;G^4m-i}, such that C(x™_1) =£(S), aEAm-i. Then there is a maximal (m -2)nd index system over 5, say {x"-2|aG^m-2}, containing {Çx^laG^m-i}, and with C(x™-2) =£(5), aEAm-i, etc. Continuing so, we obtain a family of vectors jx*| a G Ak, A = 1, • • ■ , m\, whose cardinality is Z<; W(Ô, A). A family constructed in this way, which will be frequently used in the sequel, will be called a complete index system over 8; its distinguishing properties are that {x£|aG^4fc} is a maximal Ath index sys- The next theorem, characterizing the sets of uniform characteristic, will be used later to relate the Weyr characteristic to the multiplicity function of a normal operator. This will be required, in §6, to prove that the characteristic is a complete set of invariants. Thus the measure analog of Theorem 17 holds in general, and we can define Sip, k)=W(ß, k)-W(ß, A + l) and speak of A-uniform measures and measures of uniform-characteristic, and it follows that each measure is equivalent to a supremum of an orthogonal (at most) countable family of nonzero measures of uniform characteristic.
We state formally the next two efforts along this line. Proof. If p has uniform multiplicity, then, as we observed in §4, the desired conclusion follows from Theorem 21. Conversely, if p has uniform characteristic, then each pAßa with juAMa^O has uniform characteristic.
As each of these measures has uniform multiplicity as well, Theorem 21 and the uniform characteristic of p imply
for each of these a. Then all the u(pApa) with pAßa^O are equal, and equal to u(ju), and ß has uniform multiplicity. Q.E.D. The next objective is to define essential finiteness and the Weyr characteristic, already defined for pairs (N, Q) of commuting operators with N normal and essentially finite and Q quasi-nilpotent, for spectral operators. For these and other future purposes the following theorem is required. The second assertion of the theorem, that similar normal operators are unitarily equivalent, was first proved by Putnam [26] in a different manner.
Theorem 24. // Si is a scalar operator, with resolution of the identity £i, ore the Hubert space £>i, and L is a nonsingular operator from §! onto the Hubert space &i and S2 = LSiL~l, then S2 is a scalar operator on §2 with resolution of the identity E2(-) =LEi(-)L~1. If Si and S2 are normal as well, then they are unitarily equivalent.
Proof. The first assertion will be proved by showing £2 as defined above is a resolution of the identity for S2 (in the sense of §2) and S2 = f\E2(dX), and applying the uniqueness of such a resolution. Most of the desired properties of £2 follow directly from those of £i: it is clear that E2 is countably additive in the strong topology, uniformly bounded, and a homomorphism from the Boolean algebra (B of Borel subsets of the complex plane 6 to a Boolean algebra of idempotents on &2 with £(0)=O and E(C)=I. Also, (8) for each ô £ (B, so S2 commutes with E2(-). Moreover,
Thus if XoG8, the closure of SG®, then the bounded operator f (X0 -xy'E^dx)
is an inverse on E2(8)ÍQ2 for the restriction of ÇXoI -S2) to this space, since (X0/ -Si)\ £2(8) §2 = f (Xo -X)£2(dX).
Therefore spec(S2\ E2(8) ¡Q2)QS, and it follows that £2 is the unique resolution of the identity for S2.
Il Si and S2 are normal, then £1 and £2 are self-adjoint, and we can apply a standard algebraic argument.
Let (L*L)112 he the positive definite selfadjoint square root of the positive definite self-adjoint operator 7*7. Simple computation shows that U = L(L*L)~112 is unitary, and, since E2(-)L = LEi (-) and 7*£2(-)=£i(-)7*, that L*L commutes with Ei(-). It follows that (L*Lyi2 commutes with £i(-), and therefore E2(8) = UEi(8)U*, 8E®>. As U is independent of 8, it follows that S2= USiU*. Q.E.D.
We recall that every scalar operator 5 on Hubert space has a normal conjugate, LSL-1, L nonsingular. Theorem 24 shows that two normal conjugates of 5 are unitarily equivalent, and will have the same multiplicity function. Thus 5 can unambiguously be called essentially finite if any normal conjugate is essentially finite, and the spectral operator T=S+Q (in canonical decomposition)
can be called essentially finite if 5 has this property. As the spectrum is a similarity invariant, for any nonsingular L the operator Q is quasi-nilpotent if and only if LQL~l is quasi-nilpotent; this remark and Theorem 24 imply that, for any nonsingular L, the operator LTL~1 = LSL~1
[August +LQL~X is spectral with scalar part £5£_1, quasi-nilpotent part LQL~X, and (if £ is the resolution of the identity of T) resolution of the identity LE(-)L~1. Therefore £ is essentially finite if and only if LTL~X is, and essential finiteness is similarity invariant.
Theorem
25. Let Tx = Ni+Qi and £2 = A2+Ç2 be spectral operators in canonical decomposition on §, with Ni and 7V2 normal. Suppose £1 is essentially finite, and £2 = ££i£_1, with L nonsingular. Then £2 is essentially finite, and the Weyr characteristics defined by (Ni, Qi) and (N2, Q2) are the same.
Proof. That £2 and A72 are essentially finite follows from the preceding discussion, and it is clear that N2 = LNiL~1 and Q2 = LQiL~1. We also know that Ai and A2 are unitarily equivalent, and that, if £,-is the (self-adjoint) resolution of the identity for 7V< (t=l, 2), then £2(-) =££i(-)£_l and £i and £2 are unitarily equivalent. Therefore Ni and Nt have the same multiplicity function and measures of uniform multiplicity.
In view of the manner of definition of the characteristic, it is sufficient to confine our attention to a pair of spaces of the form Ciiß)iQ and C2(/¿)£), where p is a measure of uniform multiplicity and C, the carrier operation with respect to E,, i=l, 2.
Before proceeding further, some preliminary remarks about Boolean algebras of projections and similarity are necessary. The first, which follows from an obvious and simple computation, is that similarity preserves the order relation among commuting projections. That is, if £i and £2 are commuting projections with £i^£2, then ££i£_1^££2L_1. In our case, though { C¿(ju)£í(-) ], i= 1, 2, are complete, the Boolean algebras £i and £2 are only a-complete; in general these will not be complete if the Hilbert space is non-separable. The assertion now is that Ci(p)=LCi(p)L~1. To see this, suppose the projection £iG£i, the completion of Ei, has the property that £ix = x whenever | £i(-)x| 2«m, and let £2 = ££i£-1. Then £i is a strong limit of operators in the range of £i, and the continuity of multiplication in the strong topology implies PiEE-i. Moreover, £2 has the property that L~1P2Lx = x whenever | £-•£:,(-)£x|2«m.
That is, £2£x = £x whenever |£-'£2(-)£x| 2 = |£2(-)£x|2 «¿t. By definition C\ip) is the infimum of all such £i, and the nonsingularity of L implies C,(p) is the infimum of all such P2. The assertion then follows from the preceding paragraph.
Thus by Theorem 24, Ci(p) and C2(p) are unitarily equivalent and L maps G(u) § onto C2(p)i$.
For the spaces Ci(p)$£> and C2(p)^, the characteristic is defined by the cardinalities of index systems. Therefore to prove the theorem it suffices to prove that if |xa|aG-4 } is a ¿th index system over 8E<$> (the Borel subsets of s(p)) lor the pair (Ni, Qi) on the space Ci(p)ÍQ, then the family {Lxa|aG.4 } with the same cardinality is a ¿th index system over 8 for the pair (N2, Q2) on the space d(p)iQ. We can suppose, without loss of generality, that x«G£i(S)^ for each aEA, and also, for notational simplicity, that Ci(p)
Then the family {xa|«G-4 } has the properties: The Weyr characteristic of an essentially finite spectral operator T on ÍQ can now be specified as that defined by any pair (LSL~X, LQL~X), where LSIr1 is normal. It is thus well-defined and similarity invariant. 6. Semi-similarity.
If an essentially finite spectral operator is actually scalar (that is, has quasi-nilpotent part zero), then its Weyr characteristic vanishes for A> 1, while for A= 1, Theorem 23 shows it to be the multiplicity function of a normal conjugate, with the measures of uniform characteristic being those of uniform multiplicity. The unitary invariants of a normal operator can be interpreted, by Theorem 24, as the similarity invariants of a similar scalar operator. Thus our results reduce to ordinary multiplicity theory, phrased in terms of similarity, when the spectral operator is scalar.
To return to the general situation, the Weyr characteristic is similarity invariant.
We next present a simple and suggestive example to show that, even under the most restrictive assumptions (separable Hubert space, selfadjoint and equal scalar parts, pure point spectrum of uniform multiplicity 2), essentially finite spectral operators with the same characteristic need not be similar. with bn arbitrary and each a"^0. If L and L_1 are to be bounded operators, then the sequence j |a"| } must be bounded above and away from zero; but in this case |7z2n|->°o as re->oo. It is clear, however, that 7\ and T2 are "piecewise similar" in a simple way, and this is what we shall mean by semisimilarity.
To be precise, two spectral operators Ti and T2 on the Hubert space § with respective resolutions of the identity £i and £2 will be called semisimilar it, for ¿=1, 2, there is a family {Pj,|aG^4 } of disjoint nonzero projections in Ei with Va £« = 7, and such that for each aEA, there is a nonsingular operator La from the subspace ^a = Pa^, invariant under 7\, onto the subspace £>« = £« §, invariant under T2, satisfying 2 _1 2 TiPa = LaTlLa Pa, aEA.
We note some elementary consequences of this definition. First, for ¿= 1 or 2, the projections P*a commute with each other and (where Tí = Sí + Qí in canonical decomposition) with Si, Q,, and £,-, and the spaces $y*a completely reduce each of these. The argument of Theorem 24 shows that for each a, we have TiP*a a spectral operator on ££ with scalar part SiPla, quasi-nilpotent part QiPa, resolution of the identity Ei(-)P*a, and each of these pairs of restricted operators satisfies a corresponding similarity induced by La. In particular, E2(-)Pta = LaEi(-)P1aL-1P2a, and thus P2a = LaP1aL-1Pl. Moreover, and Laß is the desired partial similarity. Q.E.D. That the Weyr characteristic is a complete set of semi-similarity invariants for essentially finite spectral operators will be proved via normal operators. For this we require the following theorem, which also permits immediate deduction of other properties of semi-similarity.
Theorem 27. // Ti = Ni+Qi and T2 = N2+Q2 are two spectral operators m canonical decomposition with normal scalar parts, and £i »s semi-similar to T2, then Ni and N2 are unitarily equivalent.
Proof. As the resolutions of the identity are self-adjoint, the projections {£^|aG^4 } Ç£t-establishing a semi-similarity are self-adjoint as well, and we can, for i -1, 2, write § as the orthogonal direct sum 22« © &«■ By Theorem 24, for each aEA there is a unitary operator Ua from ¡Qa onto ¡£>a for which N2P2a-UaNiU*Pt. Clearly we can define U to be E» © Ua, and then N2=UNiU*. Corollary 28. Semi-similar spectral operators have similar scalar parts and the same spectrum.
Proof. This follows from Theorems 26 and 27, and the observation that the spectrum is a similarity invariant.
We can now prove the semi-similarity analog of Theorem 25.
Theorem 29. // T\ and T2 are semi-similar spectral operators and 7\ is essentially finite, then so is T2. If Wi is the Weyr characteristic of Ti, 1=1,2, then Wi is identically equal to W2.
Proof. The first conclusion follows from the preceding corollary. To prove the second, we note first that by Theorem 26 it is sufficient to consider the case in which 7\ and T2 have normal scalar parts. Suppose then that 7\ = A\ 4-01 and Ti = Ni + Q2 have respective resolutions of the identity £t and £2, and the semi-similarity is established by the self-adjoint projections P\, t = l, 2, and the partial similarities La: Pa!Q-^>Pa&, aEA.
Then Ni and Ni are unitarily equivalent, and have the same multiplicity function and measures of uniform multiplicity.
Let p be any such measure; we can confine our attention to the Borel subsets (B of the support of m. Suppose ¡x^/SG^} is a ¿th index system over SG® for the pair (Ni, 0i). The proof will be complete if we can show there is a ¿th index system over S for the pair (N2, 02) with the same cardinality. We can assume, without loss of generality, that XßEEi(8)ig for each ßEB.
Let ß be fixed. As a varies, the nonzero PlaXß are orthogonal vectors summing to X/j, and consequently at most countable. It follows that there are non-negative constants aaß, nonzero if and only if PxaXß is nonzero, so that \aaßLaP1aXß\ciEA } is summable.
Next, let a" = min \aaß\aaß9i0, ßEB} for each a for which this class is nonvoid, and let aa be zero otherwise. As the index class B is finite, it is clear that aa is well-defined and is zero if and only if £^ = 0 for each ßEB. Furthermore, {a«|aG^4, aa9i0\ is nonvoid and at most countable, and for each ßEB the family \aaLaP1aXß\aEA\ is summable. Let y» = E aaLaPaXß, ßEB.
aEA Before it can be shown that {y3|j8G£} is the desired ¿th index system over S for (N2, 02) some preliminary remarks are necessary. First, by orthogonality it is clear that no y<3 is zero, and that, for each a, Payß -aaLaPl,Xß. This implies aa = 0 if and only if £^ = 0 for every ßEB. Next, let j4i= {ajoa^O} and A2 = A-Ai. Then Ai is countable, and As aa9¿0 and La is nonsingular, it follows that Ei(r)Qxl~1Paxß = 0, and thus £i(7r)ÇÎ~'x^ = 0. This implies £1(tt)=0, and the desired conclusion follows from the unitary equivalence of £i and E2.
(c) We must show that The last theorem of this section, asserting the Weyr characteristic is a complete set of semi-similarity invariants, will depend strongly on specific properties of Hilbert space geometry. To clarify the ideas, suppose § is a Hubert space of uniform multiplicity 2 with respect to the complete selfadjoint spectral measure £, with support A, and suppose ^> = 'SJl(xi)\/W(xi).
(We envisage the situation in which jxi, x2} is a complete index system for a nilpotent 0, with 0xi = x2, and seek to establish a canonical form within semisimilarity.) Then there are also orthogonal vectors zi and z2 so that ^> is the orthogonal direct sum ^(zi) @W(z2), with |£(-)zi| 2= |£(-)z2| 2=M-It can be supposed without loss of generality in this case that x2 = z2. Then there are two ways in which these two representations of £> differ. First, the mass distribution of Xi may differ from that of Zi. Though the subspace 9Jî(xi) is unitarily equivalent to SDî(zi) by the mapping S(f)xi -+S(f)S(gw)zi, where g is the Radon-Nikodym derivative d\E(-)xi\2/dp (since the measures are equivalent), our objective is really the "identity mapping" S(/)xi->S(/)zi. But in general both vectors will not be in the same domains, and this mapping will be unbounded. However, A can easily be written as a disjoint countable union of non-negligible sets, say A=-US" on each of which |g(-)| is bounded above and away from zero. Then the mappings 5(/)£(S,)xi-»5(/)£(5,)zi are nonsingular from aft(£(6¿)xi) onto 9JÍ(£(5¿)zi). If 9K(xi) and 9Jî(x2) were orthogonal, these could be extended to nonsingular mappings of £(S¿)^ onto itself of the desired type.
The second difference of course is the lack of this orthogonality in general. The subspaces 507(xi) and 9JÎ(x2) may make an angle of zero degrees. But here another decomposition of A can be constructed, on each set of which the angle is bounded away from zero relative to £. That is, there is a countable family {7r¿} of disjoint non-negligible sets, and associated positive constants ai, such that A =Ux, and if r is any non-negligible subset of 7r¿, then
For, recalling that x2 = z2, by orthogonality we can write xi = J fi(\)E(d\)zi + j /2(X)£(dX)x2. It is interesting to note that in this situation £(7r)xi and E(ir)zi can nonetheless be orthogonal, but if zi is chosen "on the same side of x2 as Xi"-that is, so that /i is real and positive-this cannot occur. The proof of the theorem will follow more formal lines.
Theorem 30. If 7\ and T2 are essentially finite spectral operators on § with the same Weyr characteristic, then 7\ and T2 are semi-similar.
Proof. Again it is sufficient to consider the case in which Ti = Ni + Qi and T2 = N2 + Q2 have normal scalar parts. By Theorem 23, A7! and N2 have the same measures of uniform multiplicity, with corresponding equal multiplicities. Thus Ni and N2 are unitarily equivalent, and it is no loss of generality to assume them equal, say N = Ni = N2, with self-adjoint resolution of the identity £. Let \pa] be an orthogonal family of nonzero measures of uniform characteristic with Va C(pa) = I. We intend to construct the desired semisimilarity in each subspace C(pa)!g, and it is clearly sufficient to restrict attention to one such, say C(p)!Q, and prove the theorem under the assumption that C(p) = I. We next wish to assume the manifolds 9)i(yi) are mutually orthogonal. This is merely a notational convenience, to avoid introducing a canonical system by writing ¿p= 22" ©3DÍ(z¿) with |£(-)zí| 2 = p for each i, defining Q3 in the obvious way (i.e., so that Q3Zí = Zj ((73z¿ = 0) exactly when (72y» = yy (QiVi -Q)), and proving both N + Qi and N+Q2 semi-similar to N+Q3. Thus it can be assumed that .£>= Z ©3)î(y«)» and then we can write where the {£^|«G^4} are the projections of a semi-similarity, and the inequalities are to hold for all positive integral A for which the denominator (or equivalently, the numerator) does not vanish. It is easy to see that this is a necessary condition for similarity; the following simple example, under the same restrictive conditions as the previous one, shows it to be insufficient.
Let ¿p be the direct sum of a countable family of 4-dimensional Hubert spaces, and define, on the rath subspace and with respect to a complete orthonormal system, the operators Qi and Q2 by the matrix blocks and N by diag {1/ra, 1/ra, 1/w, 1/ra}. As before, by adding a zero subspace, we can insure that N has pure point spectrum.
As ¿p is separable, the projections of a semi-similarity must be in the range of the resolution of the identity of N, and it is clear the conjectured boundedness condition is satisfied. But also as before, if N+Q2 = LiN+Qi)L~1, then £ must be completely reduced by each distinguished 4-dimensional sub- If either a or c is zero for an infinity of re, this is unbounded since both e and g approach zero; in the contrary case, if L~x is to be bounded we must have both |a/c|-»oo and |c/a|->oo asre->oo.
The adjoint Weyr characteristic^).
In this section we consider the application of the preceding theory to the conjugate space and adjoint operators. We recall from §2 that the multiplicity theory for a complete Boolean algebra of projections on a Banach space extends, with the substitution of the weak-* or X-topology for the strong topology, to the ï-complete Boolean algebra of adjoints, £*, on the conjugate space £*, and the multiplicity and uniformity of projections or spaces of finite multiplicity is preserved. Moreover, the adjoint of a quasi-nilpotent operator is also quasi-nilpotent, and adjunction preserves commutativity. Thus we are led to consider how the apparatus of § §3 and 4 can be transferred to the adjoint situation. But this is easily accomplished: the definitions and theorems of these sections are both meaningful and true after the adjunction of all vectors, operators, and spaces involved. Only very minor modifications are required in a minority of the proofs, and these are left to the reader.
Thus we have the notions of independence, kth index systems, and complete index systems in 3£* with respect to £* and 0*, and a Weyr characteristic defined here. Sets or measures of uniform characteristic are characterized by the summability condition of Theorem 21. The natural question is how this characteristic relates to the Weyr characteristic in ï and the answer is the simplest possible.
(4) The author is grateful to Professor W. G. Bade for suggesting this subject for investigation.
Theorem 31. Let X be a Banach space of uniform multiplicity ra< =o with respect to the complete spectral measure E, let Q be a quasi-nilpotent commuting with E, and W be the Weyr characteristic these define. Then in the conjugate space £*, a space of uniform multiplicity ra< oo with respect to the (¡¿-complete) spectral measure E*, the Weyr characteristic defined by E* and Q* is also W. where 0 = »ram+i. Thus the cardinality of each {z^laG^l/tJ is mk. Our assertion now is not that {z**|a!G^4*-, ¿=1, • • ■ , m} is a complete index system over 8 in ï*, but merely that each {z**|aG^4)fc} is a ¿th index system over 8 in X*. But this more modest assertion is sufficient to prove the theorem, for considering the total cardinality of all the families {z**|aG^4/t} and Corollary 20, it is clear that it will imply each such family is in fact a maximal ¿th index system. Thus by Theorem 21 it will follow that S is a set of uniform characteristic in H*, and that the two characteristics are equal. Only a few remarks are now necessary to treat the Hubert space case. If 5 is a Borel set, let 8* denote the conjugate set, 5*= [XJXGS}, and for a Borel measure ¿u, write ß* for the measure on the conjugate domain, ß*i8) = /*(ô*), §G<B-If A is a normal operator with self-adjoint resolution of the identity £ and multiplicity function u, then the adjoint operator N* has a self-adjoint resolution of the identity that (as there is no possibility of confusion with the adjoint) can be written £*, with £*(5)=£(S*), SG®, and multiplicity function u* given by u*(p) =u(p*). Thus the ranges of £ and £* are the same; hence they have the same strong closure or completion £. Similarly, the ranges of u and u* are the same; hence N is essentially finite if and only if N* is.
If T=S + Q is a spectral operator in canonical decomposition, then the adjoint T* = S* + Q* is also. If N= LSL~[ is a normal conjugate of 5, then £* is nonsingular and N* = (£*)_15*£* is a normal conjugate of 5*. Thus 7" is essentially finite if and only if £* is. The relation, in this case, between the Weyr characteristic defined by £ and that defined in the intrinsic manner as an operator on § by £* is the one suggested by our notation. Theorem 32. Let T be an essentially finite spectral operator on the Hubert space ^ with Weyr characteristic W. Then T* is essentially finite, and if W* is the Weyr characteristic of £*, then W*(/x, A) =tW(^*, A) for every ß and A.
Proof. The first conclusion follows from the preceding remarks, which also, with Theorem 25, imply that to consider the relation between eW and W* it is sufficient to suppose T=N+Q to have a normal scalar part. For each measure p, let Cip) and C*iß) denote the carrier projections in £ associated with the multiplicity functions u and u* respectively. It is easy to see that Hence it is sufficient to restrict attention to a space C(p)¡Q= C*(p*)ÍQ of uniform, finite, and necessarily equal multiplicities (with respect to the two multiplicity functions). In fact, p can be chosen of W-uniform characteristic. Then, with the obvious modification of Banach space adjoint to Hubert space adjoint, the preceding theorem gives the desired conclusion.
